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 If you love EPD’s like “Production”, “Carcass” & $Values then… 

Lesikar Annie B434 AAA 18110701 Born 10/10/2014 
With 6 Angus Pathfinders in her 3 generation pedigree, you will be adding in genetics from Sires like OCC Emblazon 854E, DHD 
Traveler 6807, N Bar Emulation EXT, SAF 598 Bando 5175, OCC Backstop 888B, CF Right Design 1082 (as of 8-15-2019 they have 
37,399 recorded weaning weights between them, that’s impressive). How do you improve on that? Well you add in cow families 
leading back to her Great Grand Dam the INCREDABLE cow Dixie Erica of C H 1019. She is fixing to have her 4th very impressive calf; 
can we just say she is a “production machine” with a History. Cows with a History will lead your herd into a great Future! 

 Calf at Side- 1860 Inertia Emblazon G033, AAA 19603881, “AI Daughter” of GAR Inertia 5226, AAA 18636043. 5226 offers 
one of the most imposing data and phenotype combinations to ever come out of the illustrious Gardiner Angus program. 
Wide based, powerfully constructed bull that combines an unprecedented degree of Marbling and phenotypic muscle. 5226 
Ranks in the top 5% of the population for 11 traits and indexes including the top 1% for Marbling, $Weaning and $Beef. 
5226 is an Elite of the elite for his combination of Method Genetics Indexes – top 1% MPI, QPI and ROI 

 G033 is a 5226 heifer with 17 EPD’s in the Top of the Angus Breed. If you love EPD’s like “Production”, “Carcass” & $Values 
then take a closer look at this girl and her outstanding “Maternal” EPD’s!  Hot D##! I like this girl and the balance she brings 
to all of the traits and values. Top 5% YH, Top 10% WW, 10% YW, 10% CW, 10% $W, 10% $B, 10% MH, Top 15% RADG, 15% 
RE, 15% $F, Top 20% Doc, 20% MW, 20% $G, Top 30% CEM, 30% Milk, 30% Marb, Top 35% FAT. Her family tree is 
impressive; GAR Momentum, GAR Progress, GAR Prophet, OCC Emblazon 854E, this girl is meant to be a Momma Cow that 
produces.   

 CAB Certified Angus Beef Genetics. G033,“Above Average Goals Require Targeted Genetics” and this girl meets and 
exceeds the “Targeting the Brand” requirements.  

 Confirmed Pregnant by Ultrasound– B434 is  AI bred to Quaker Hill Rampage OA36, AAA 16925771 with sexed semen for a 
heifer calf.  Rampage was the most used ABS Sire in 2018 simple because he produces great offspring.  Over 11,500 
registered birth weights at AAA means ranchers are using him over and over because of his ability to pass on his great 
qualities to his progeny. 

  F.A.T. Cattle Pricing! – We price all our cattle with F.A.T. Cattle pricing – Fairly, Affordable & Tested. 
An Angus cow with Ohlde Cattle Company “Dixie” genetics proven on this calf to produce “Beyond Outstanding” Angus 
Genetics is a true treasure! Already an impressive Angus cow with her 4th pregnancy at age 5 and with a proven calf at her 
side and another due anytime now to Rampage daughter, a fair price for her confirmed pregnant would be F.A.T. Cattle 
priced at $5,000. A “Beyond Outstanding” GAR Inertia 5226  Heifer calf G033 is currently valued at $4,200 and is already 
being considered to become a “Donor” cow, and you have a 3in1 that is special, F.A.T. Cattle priced at $9,200. 

 

      

    


